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Why use simulations?

From a scientific point of view:

●Simulations grant access to parameters not easily

measured, hence give a better understanding of

processes in the plasma

●From an economic point of view:

●Simulations grant the opportunity to test changes

to the reactor geometry, gas mixtures, and

process parameters without wasting precious

resources



What is hybrid modelling?
Three types of plasma modelling approaches

Particle simulations

•The motion of super
particles representing
1000 – 100000s of actual
particles is explicitly
calculated.
•Results on macroscale
are obtained by statistical
means.
•Computationally
expensive.
•Usually restricted and
tailored to simple gases.

Kinetic simulations

•Particle distribution
functions are calculated by
solving Boltzmann
equation.
•Results on macroscale
are obtained by taking the
momenta of the
distribution function.
•Boltzmann equation is
rather difficult to solve
exactly.
•Computationally
expensive.
•Usually restricted and
tailored to simple gases.

Fluid simulations

•Fluid equations (momenta
of the Boltzmann equation)
are solved.
•Results on macroscale are
directly calculated.
•Cannot take certain effects
into account such as non-
local at low pressure or
non-Maxwellian particle
distribution.
•Computationally cheap.
•Can be easily extended to
different gases.



Hybrid modelling combines these approaches to get the best of all worlds.
Examples:

What is hybrid modelling?

• Particle model for charged species, fluid model for neutrals.
• Fluid model in general, particle for “special” species such as 
secondary or beam electrons.
• Different approaches in different parts of the reactor; particle in 
“active” plasma region, fluid in outlying regions.
• HPEM approach: Fluid and particle/kinetic model for different 
parameters; Densities and fluxes from fluid model, distribution 
functions, temperatures etc. from kinetic/particle model, if desired.

Hence, we can combine the versatility and fast computation speed 
of fluid models with the physical preciseness of kinetic/particle 
techniques.



How does HPEM work?

Fluid Kinetics
Continuity equation

Impulse balance equation
Energy balance equation

Poisson equation

Electron Kinetics
Boltzmann solver

or
Monte Carlo simulation

Calculates rates for electron
impact collisions

Other Modules
Electromagnetics

Microwaves
Ion Monte Carlo

Secondary electrons
Surface kinetics



Q-VT vs. HPEM input

Defining reactor geometry



Q-VT vs. HPEM input

Defining simulation parameters



Q-VT development principles

●Customer suggestions; will be either added to the

general surface or a customized version will be

provided

●General developments in plasma/semiconductor

community as well as our product range → Link to

Q-DB

●Development of the HPEM code → Multi-

frequency CCPs





Importing reactions from Q-DB



Importing chemistries from Q-DB



Comparison CF4 vs. CF4/O2



O2 flow variation in CF4/O2



Why use multiple frequencies?

Using multiple frequencies in CCPs give the opportunity to gain independent control of ion/radical fluxes and ion energies at

“Classic” dual frequency discharges:
- Low frequency voltage controls ion energy
- High frequency voltage controls the fluxes
- Drawbacks: fluxes in general not independent 
from low frequency voltage; sufficient independent 
control only possible in relatively small window

Electrically asymmetric discharges:
- The ion energy can be controlled by the phase 
shift between the frequencies
- Fluxes are controlled by the voltage amplitude
- Drawbacks: technically harder to realize



Asymmetric:

Phase variation of 2nd Harmonic



Asymmetric:

Phase variation of 4th Harmonic



Classical:

Voltage variation of low frequency



Classical:

Voltage variation of middle frequency



Classical:

Voltage variation of high frequency



Summary and outlook

●Short introduction to plasma modelling, HPEM 

and Q-VT

●New development: Link to Q-DB allows quick 

import of reactions and chemistries without 

gruesome research and manual input

●New development: Multi-frequency CCP 

discharges

●Next step: Improve importing chemistries from Q-

DB including the addition of custom species and 

cross sections


